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ABSTRACT

Diabetes remission is a concept that is marked
by ample attention, but lack of unanimity. This
opinion piece explores existing definitions of
diabetes remission and proposes a contempo-
rary and comprehensive framework to help
define this clinical state. Type 2 diabetes
remission is defined as a healthy clinical state

characterized by achievement of HBA1c below
the targeted level, maintained for at least
6 months, with or without continued use of
lifestyle modification and/or metformin, pro-
vided that this is not due to complications,
comorbid conditions or concomitant therapy.
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Key Summary Points

Diabetes remission is promoted as an ideal
endpoint of therapy.

The definition of diabetes remission is
open to discussion and debate.

Type 2 diabetes remission is defined as a
healthy clinical state characterized by
achievement of HBA1c below the targeted
level, maintained for at least 6 months,
with or without continued use of lifestyle
modification and/or metformin, provided
that this is not due to complications,
comorbid conditions or concomitant
therapy.

DIGITAL FEATURES

This article is published with digital features,
including a summary slide and infographic, to
facilitate understanding of the article. To view
digital features for this article, go to https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13386992.

INTRODUCTION

Diabetes remission is an often-discussed topic in
contemporary endocrinology. A recent position
statement suggests that the remission should be
the primary clinical goal of diabetes manage-
ment [1]. Whether this is possible or not for
persons living with established type 2 diabetes,
complicated type 2 diabetes, type 1 diabetes or
pancreatic diabetes is a debate in itself. In this
opinion piece, we discuss evolving thoughts
about the definition of diabetes remission and
propose a contemporary definition for this clin-
ical situation. This article is based on previously

conducted studies and does not contain any new
studies with human participants or animals per-
formed by any of the authors.

Choice of Words

The terms ‘cure,’ ‘remission’ and ‘reversal’ all
have been used in the context of diabetes
management, either as a target or as a phase in
the natural history of disease. Current consen-
sus supports the use of the term ‘remission’ and
agrees that it should be limited to the context of
type 2 diabetes [2]. Characteristics that favor
remission, such as successful weight loss, short
duration of diabetes and absence of complica-
tions, have also been identified [3]. The terms
‘partial remission’ or honeymoon are preferred
for type 1 diabetes [4].

Evolution of Understanding

However, the classic definition of remission,
proposed in 2009 [5], and endorsed in 2020 [1],
needs to be revisited. Enhanced interest in this
field, improved understanding of glycemic tar-
gets and the need for comprehensive baro-vas-
culo-metabolic control, development of newer
glucose-lowering drugs that can be used for
non-glucose lowering indications and semantic
evolution in disciplines such as oncology sup-
port the need for this discussion.

Targets for diabetes management have
evolved from pure glucocentric numbers to
comprehensive metabolic parameters [6]. The
need for other glycemic parameters, apart from
glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), is well under-
stood now. Similarly, targets or definitions of
diabetes relapse should include the concept of
metabolic well-being as well. Apart from effi-
cacy, diabetes treatment also focuses on safety
and tolerability. An ideal definition of relapse,
therefore, should mention these aspects, too.

The 2009 Definition

Buse et al. (2009) [5] published a consensus
statement that covered both type 1 and 2 dia-
betes. Remission was defined as achievement of
glycemia below the diabetes range, in the
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absence of active pharmacologic or surgical
therapy for at least 1 year. They further stratified
remission as partial and complete, based upon
the degree of glycemia achieved. Partial remis-
sion implied achievement of glycemic levels
below the diagnostic thresholds for diabetes,
i.e., in the prediabetic range, while complete
remission meant maintenance of normal gly-
cemic parameters for at least 1 year. The authors
also created the term ‘prolonged remission’ to
describe complete remission of at least 5 years’
duration [5].

Buse et al. must be commended for their
path-breaking efforts to conceptualize and
define the cure of diabetes. As they have hoped,
their article has engendered active discussion in
the field. There are a few limitations to their
proposal, however. Their definition included
type 1 diabetes, which has a different patho-
physiology from type 2 diabetes. It did not
specify whether their framework is applicable to
pancreatic diabetes or other types of diabetes.
Glycemia was not defined by HbA1c alone, and
the interpretation was left to the reader.

Biochemical remission may not always be
synonymous with clinical well-being. An unsu-
pervised quest for ‘‘low glucose values’’ may lead
to eating disorders, including the newly coined
orthorexia nervosa [7], and precipitate malnu-
trition. A definition of remission should clearly
discourage overenthusiastic efforts at lowering
glucose through restricted diets, which may
lead to ill health. Reduction, or stoppage, of
glucose-lowering therapy is seen in conditions
such as chronic kidney disease. Would devel-
opment of this unwelcome complication be
included as a cure of diabetes?

The choice of duration (1 year and 5 years)
for defining remission may be considered arbi-
trary. Considering that diabetes a chronic syn-
drome, the 1-year cutoff for diagnosis of
remission can be considered reasonable. Pro-
longed remission, however, should not be trea-
ted as a dichotomous end point; rather persons
may ‘‘be in remission for a particular number of
months or years.’’

It is assumed that all persons labeled as being
in remissionwould continue to carry out lifestyle
modification (LSM). The definition of remission
is based solely upon the glycemic burden andnot

upon the intensity of therapy. In 2009, the first-
line therapy for diabetes was LSM. Continued
adherence to or persistence with LSM was not
considered relevant to the definition of remis-
sion. Today, LSM and metformin monotherapy
together are considered the first-line treatment
for type 2 diabetes.Metformin can also be used in
prediabetes. Does it make sense, therefore, to
define persons who have normal glycemic
parameters or those who do not meet the diag-
nostic criteria for diabetes while taking met-
formin as being in remission? It would also be
necessary to rule out a situation where stress-re-
lated hyperglycemia is misdiagnosed as diabetes
and its reversal termed as remission of diabetes.

The 2019 Definition

In 2019, Nagi et al., representing the Associa-
tion of British Clinical Diabetologists (ABCD)
and the Primary Care Diabetes Society (PCDS),
published a simpler definition of remission: the
achievement of glycemia below the threshold
currently used for diagnosis of type 2 diabetes
and sustained for a minimum period of
6 months, with the patient having discontinued
all glucose-lowering therapies [2]. A similar
model had been suggested earlier by Ramos-Levi
et al., who had proposed using the American
Diabetes Association diagnostic thresholds for
glycated hemoglobin to define remission after
bariatric surgery [8].

Nagi et al.’s definition is easier to follow and
does help blunt the social stigma of a ‘diabetes’
label, which improves patient motivation,
potentially reduces insurance costs and mini-
mizes the burden on the health care system.

The duration of remission has been specified
in both definitions. As diabetes is a chronic
disorder, and as glycemic levels are prone to
fluctuations for various reasons, it stands to
reason that a minimum duration of time must
be specified. Six months of control, as men-
tioned in the 2019 definition, seems a fair time
frame to state that a person with type 2 diabetes
is in remission. Hence, prolonged remission is
not included in the British rubric.

A few limitations are noted in this definition
as well. Diabetes is a complex disorder, with
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multiple methods of diagnosis: fasting glucose,
post-load glucose, glycated hemoglobin, ran-
dom glucose and symptoms. If the diagnosis of
diabetes is multifaceted, how can the definition
of relapse be so simple? The target HbA1c is
defined as being ‘‘below the threshold currently
used for diagnosis of type 2 diabetes.’’ This may
seem too rigid, considering that HbA1c targets
in diabetes are pegged at 7.0%, with the added
flexibility of modifying them based on individ-
ual needs. The need to consider other glycemic
parameters, as well as markers of diabetes
pathophysiology (such as insulin resistance) is
not addressed.

Whether lifestyle modification or medical
nutrition therapy is considered a ‘‘glucose-low-
ering therapy’’ is not clarified in the 2019 defi-
nition. The role of renal, hepatic, thyroid,
adrenal or pituitary impairment in lowering
glucose levels is not mentioned either. The
limitation of stress-related hyperglycemia being
labeled as diabetes may occur here as well.

Levels of Remission

Buse et al. used an analogy from oncology,
likening hyperglycemia to tumor load [5]. The
science of oncology has evolved dramatically
over the past decade. Oncologists now speak in
terms of cytogenic, molecular, hematologic and
clinical remission in hematologic malignancies
such as chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) [9].
The term ‘‘treatment-free remission’’ is also used
when tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy is stop-
ped. In solid tumors such as ovarian cancer,
oncologists speak of maintenance therapy after
up-front treatment of cancer and of a ‘‘drug-
sensitive recurrence’’ (platinum-sensitive recur-
rence) [10]. These developments can be extrap-
olated to the diabetes care ecosystem to create
contemporary definitions of remission.

Diabetes Remission May Be Defined
at the Metabolic, Biochemical, Clinical
and Pharmacologic Levels

To ensure clarity of thought, metabolic remis-
sion may be defined as reversal of insulin resis-
tance or a secretory defect; (complete)

biochemical remission as achievement of
HbA1c below the diagnostic threshold of dia-
betes or clinically significant (partial) remission
as achievement of HbA1c below the target set
for a particular individual’s management; and
clinical or pharmacologic remission as the
absence of need for drug therapy.

Using such a rubric creates a hierarchal sys-
tem where one can progressively try to prevent
pathology, and improve physiology, in a person
with type 2 diabetes. All these definitions
should be accompanied by the caveat that
remission should not be due to concomitant
complications, comorbid conditions, or medical
or surgical interventions that can cause hypo-
glycemia. Some examples of such ‘exclusion
criteria’ include renal or hepatic impairment,
reduced appetite due to sepsis or tumors,
chronic use of anti-malarial drugs/antibiotics
and endoscopic devices that cause reduced food
intake.

Drug-Sensitive Remission

The concept of pharmacologically sensitive
remission is a challenging one, which may spark
more confusion than consensus. Multiple clas-
ses of drugs are used for the management of
type 2 diabetes. Some drugs such as metformin
and pioglitazone are insulin sensitizers, which
can be likened to the maintenance therapy of
oncology, or bacteriostatic drugs used in infec-
tious disease control. Other classes such as
GLP1-RA (glucagon-like 1 peptide receptor
agonists), SGLT2i (sodium glucose cotrans-
porter-2 inhibitors) and AGIs (alpha glucosidase
inhibitors) act as calorie restriction mimetics
[11], with a mechanism of action that is similar
to and overlaps that of bariatric surgery. Would
it make sense to use the phrase ‘drug-sensitive
remission’ or partial remission’ for persons who
are able to demonstrate and maintain adequate
improvement in glycemic parameters while on
lifestyle modification and metformin
monotherapy? These phrases may also then be
used for persons on GLP1RA or SGLT2i
monotherapy.

This discussion becomes even more perti-
nent, considering the fact that these glucose-
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lowering therapies are being exapted for use in
non-glycemic indications such as obesity, heart
failure and chronic kidney disease [12–14]. If
calorie restriction can be accepted as a part of
lifestyle medicine [1], while defining diabetes
remission, the use of a calorie restriction
mimetic should be accepted as well.

Complete vs. Partial Remission

Taking the concept of partial and complete
remission further, these terms may be used to
describe partial or complete discontinuation of
drug therapy. An individual with type 2 dia-
betes, who was previously managed with three
oral glucose-lowering drugs, but is now in good
control with two or one drug, may be termed as
being in partial remission. This label may be
used for persons who are on metformin or a
caloric restriction mimetic. On the other hand,
an individual who is able to maintain eug-
lycemia without drugs can be defined as being
in complete remission.

The Future Is Not Far

As we craft a comprehensive definition, we
appreciate that endocrinology is a rapidly
evolving branch of medicine. The way in which
we measure glycemia, treat diabetes and assess
glycemic targets is changing. The uses of con-
tinuous glucose monitoring systems, bariatric
surgery and time in range are examples of this.
It is possible, therefore, that the construct of
diabetes remission may change with time. This
should not detract us, however, from creating a
definition that meets contemporary conditions
and concerns.

Contemporary Definition

So far, our discussion has followed a decon-
structive approach, focusing on meronymous
aspects of diabetes remission. For clinical and
research purposes, however, a holonymous
definition is more appropriate.

Therefore, we propose the following defini-
tion of diabetes remission: Type 2 diabetes
remission is defined as a healthy clinical state

characterized by achievement of HBA1c\7.0%,
maintained for at least 6 months, with or
without continued use of lifestyle modification
and/or metformin, provided that this is not due
to complications, comorbid conditions or con-
comitant therapy.

Future discussants may support a more
comprehensive definition, if preventive phar-
macotherapy becomes the norm: Type 2 dia-
betes remission is defined as a clinical state of
health, characterized by achievement of gly-
cemic levels below the targeted level (as decided
after shared decision making), maintained for at
least 6 months, with or without continued use
of lifestyle modification and/or metformin and/
or therapy that is also approved for use in non-
diabetic individuals, provided that this is not
due to concomitant complications, comorbid
conditions or therapy that may lead to lowering
of drug requirements and is not associated with
untoward adverse events.

Summary

Diabetes management continues to evolve. The
last few decades especially have changed our
praxis related to the prevention and manage-
ment of diabetes and its complications. Hopes
regarding remission of diabetes have been
raised. Portraying ‘‘cure of diabetes’’ as a goal for
all persons with diabetes, irrespective of its eti-
ology or complication status, however, is mis-
leading and has the potential to do harm.

In such a situation, we all bear the respon-
sibility to define and describe diabetes remission
in an apt and appropriate manner. The term
‘‘remission of type 2 diabetes’’ should be used
responsibly and rationally. This opinion piece is
a step forward in this direction. We echo Buse
et al. (2009) in hoping that the definition we
propose will stimulate discussion and debate,
lead to consensus and clarity, and finally con-
tributes to better health for all individuals living
with diabetes.
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